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Abstract: One of the measures that has been implemented widely to adapt to the effect of climate 

change in coastal zones is the implementation of set-back lines. The traditional approach of 

determining set-back lines is likely to be conservative, and thus pose unnecessary constraints on 

coastal zone development and fully utilising the potential of these high-return areas. In this study, 

we apply a newly developed risk-informed approach to determine the coastal set-back line at 

regional scale in a poor data environment. This approach aims to find the economic optimum by 

balancing the (potential) economic gain from investing in coastal zones and the risk of coastal retreat 

due to sea level rise and storm erosion. This application focusses on the east coast of Sri Lanka, 

which is experiencing rapid economic growth on one hand and severe beach erosion on the other 

hand. This area of Sri Lanka is a highly data-poor environment, and the data is mostly available 

from global databases and very limited measurement campaigns. Probabilistic estimates of coastline 

retreat are obtained from the application of Probabilistic Coastline Recession (PCR) framework. 

Economic data, such as the discount rate, rate of return of investment, cost of damage, etc., are 

collated from existing estimates/reports for the area. The main outcome of this study is a series of 

maps indicating the economically optimal set-back line (EOSL) for the ~200-km-long coastal region. 

The EOSL is established for the year 2025 to provide a stable basis for land-use planning decisions 

over the next two decades or so. The EOSLs thus determined range between 12 m and 175 m from 

the coastline. Sensitivity analyses show that strong variations in key economic parameters such as 

the discount rate have a disproportionately small impact on the EOSL. 

Keywords: coastline retreat; coastal risk; economical optimisation; coastal zone management; 

climate change adaptation 
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1. Introduction  

The effects of climate change on hydrodynamic forcing, such as sea level rise, changes in wave 

conditions, changes in the sediment supply from rivers, etc., is already resulting in changes in the 

rate of coastal erosion/accretion along the sandy coastlines of the world [1–5]. 

In light of climate change and especially coastline retreat due to sea level rise, many countries 

and coastal zone authorities are developing adaptation plans to protect coastal assets and future 

investments along their coastlines. These measures span a very wide range, from traditional hard 

structures, such as sea walls, and soft solutions such as (periodic) nourishment campaigns, to more 

modern strategies such as pre-storm interventions (coastal dune enforcements, transient 

breakwaters, etc.). One of the measures that has been widely implemented as part of the 

“accommodate” or “retreat” strategies in coastal zone management is the implementation of coastal 

set-back lines. A set-back line is a line along the coast, seaward of which certain development 

activities are prohibited or restricted. Traditionally, this line is determined based on a linear 

summation of long-term recession due to long-shore sediment transport gradients (estimated based 

on aerial photos or sediment budget modelling), the impact of storm erosion for a given return period 

(estimated from coastal profile modelling or historical data) and long-term recession due to sea level 

rise (estimated by the Bruun rule [6]). This method produces a set-back line that is likely to be 

conservative, resulting in rather severe constraints on coastal zone development. A risk-informed 

approach to coastal zone management was first proposed in 2002 [7], which was later refined [8,9]. 

The latter introduced the concept of the economically optimal set-back line (EOSL). This method, 

which balances the (potential) economic gain from coastal zone investments and the risk due to 

coastal erosion was applied to Narrabeen Beach, Sydney, Australia [9,10]. 

Two types of data are needed for determining the EOSL: economic data and probabilistic 

estimates of the development of coastline retreat in the future. Economic data, such as the discount 

rate, rate of return of investment (RoI), cost of damage, etc., may be collected from existing 

estimates/reports for the area of interest or be based on expert judgement. Probabilistic estimates of 

coastline retreat can be obtained from the Probabilistic Coastline Recession (PCR) framework [11]. 

The PCR framework is designed to perform Monte Carlo simulations, that is, to calculate a large 

number of long, realistic sequences of beach erosion and recovery, and to then statistically analyse 

the results instead of relying only on single storm effects with specific return period (i.e., deterministic 

estimates). Model inputs are statistical parameters representing the wave climate, water levels, and 

gaps between storms to randomly generate model boundary conditions. These parameters are 

derived using the Joint Probability Method (JPM), which considers not only a single event storm, but 

series of storm events [12,13]. This method includes allowances for joint probability between all basic 

erosion variates including: wave height, period and direction, event duration, and the time interval 

between events. 

In this study, the above approach was applied along the east of Sri Lanka (Trincomalee and 

Batticaloa—Figure 1). The total study area spans over 200 km and in total 83 coastal profiles along 

the coastline were analysed. For each of the 83 profiles, the cumulative distribution function of 

probability of coastal retreat in the future was derived, which fed into the determination of the 

associated EOSL. 
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Figure 1. Study area: Trincomalee and Batticaloa district coastlines, along the east coast of Sri Lanka 

from Kuchchaveli to Karaitivu (~200 km). 

2. Study Site 

Sri Lanka’s coastline is 1680 km long, and the country’s geographical location leaves it exposed 

to storms from several directions that differ in their characteristics according to coastline orientation 

and season. Furthermore, the coastal zone is extremely low lying (less than 1 m above mean sea level 

(MSL) up to a distance of 1–2 km inland in most places), leaving it highly exposed to coastal 

inundation and erosion. At present, large parts of the nation’s coastline suffer from storm erosion 
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regularly, as well as chronic coastline recession [14]. With a projected global sea level rise of up to 1 

m above present-day MSL (by 2100) and increased intensity and frequency of storms and storm 

surges, coastal communities and developments around Sri Lanka will likely be severely threatened 

by permanent/episodic inundation and/or coastal erosion [15]. 

The conflict situation that prevailed for more than 30 years in the northern and the eastern 

districts of Sri Lanka has disrupted proper management of the coastal resources and developments 

in those regions. Furthermore, the socio-economic status of the coastal communities in the entire 

country has degraded rapidly due to the conflict situation. However, since the end of the civil conflict 

in 2009, ample opportunities for economic development, particularly along the coast, have emerged 

due to the many natural resources of the coastal region. Accordingly, the Government of Sri Lanka 

(GOSL) has given high priority to developing major economic hubs, maritime facilities, tourism and 

the energy sector within particularly the severely under-developed and under-utilised northern and 

eastern coast regions. The rapid development of the tourism industry, especially in the eastern coastal 

region, is a priority for the GOSL from an economic point of view. However, in order to safeguard 

the unique environment in the region and environment-related livelihoods of the eastern 

communities, balancing conservation requirements with development activities is needed. With the 

marked post-war increase of population in coastal towns and accelerated economic activities in the 

eastern coastal region, the requirement of an integrated management approach of conserving, 

developing and sustainable utilization of resources has also been recognised. These plans also include 

a coastal zone and coastal resource management plan for the country [14]. 

The eastern part of the country is vulnerable to many natural disasters such as cyclones, storms, 

chronic coastal recession, and also tsunamis (as evidenced by the December 2004 Tsunami). The 

majority of the eastern communities and developments are located in Trincomalee, Batticaloa, and 

Amparai districts, all of which are densely populated, mainly within the coastal belt. The main 

livelihoods in the communities of these areas are fishery, agriculture or lagoon fishery [16,17]. 

For this study, two different sites in the east coast of Sri Lanka were selected: Trincomalee and 

Batticaloa. In this section, these two sites are described. At both sites, a long stretch of sandy coastline 

is interrupted by headlands, river mouths and (seasonal) tidal inlets. 

3. Data Collection and Analyses 

This study required several types of data. These data were either measured in the field or 

sourced from global databases. This section describes the data used and their analysis. 

3.1. Beach Profiles and Sediment Size 

The most important data that was needed for this study were cross-shore beach profiles along 

the coastline of the study areas. These data were provided by the Coast Conservation Department 

(CCD) of Sri Lanka. The beach profiling was done for approximately 100 profiles in Trincomalee and 

Batticaloa districts. The profiles were measured from the berm or dune at the landward end and 

continued to a depth of 10–15 m, or an offshore distance or 2.0 km from the beach, with 0.5 to 2.0 km 

spacing between them. For each profile, the beach/dune height and beach slope was calculated. 

Figure 2 shows the areas in which the profiles used in this study are located. At each profile location, 

sand samples were also collected for grain size determination, and sediment grading curves were 

established for each profile. 

Based on the geo-morphological conditions of the coastline along the study areas, we defined 12 

coastal cells in total (Figure 2; 8 cells in Trincomalee and 4 cells in Batticaloa). A cell-averaged beach 

profile was subsequently computed based on the measured beach profiles in each cell. These cell-

averaged profiles were then used to calibrate the erosion model. (See Section 4.2). As an example, 

Figure 3 shows the average beach profile for coastal cell B-IV. Table 1 shows the average d50 

(intercepts for 50% of the cumulative mass of soil sample) measured in each coastal cell. 
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(A) (B) 

Figure 2. Location of measured beach profiles and adopted zonation in (A) Trincomalee and (B) 

Batticaloa. 

 

Figure 3. Measured beach Profiles (thin) and computed coastal cell-averaged beach profile (thick) for 

Coastal cell B-IV (Kalmunai to Karaitivu coastline stretch). 
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Table 1. Average d50 measured in each coastal cell. 

Trincomalee Batticaloa 

Coastal Cell Ave. d50 (μm) Coastal Cell  Ave. d50 (μm) 

T-I 213 B-I 553 

T-II 285 B-II 377 

T-III 268 B-V 441 

T-IV 323 B-IV 456 

T-V 200   

T-VI 200   

T-VII 240   

T-VIII 270   

3.2. Wave Data 

3.2.1. Off-Shore Wave Data 

Since existing local wave data in the study area are of very limited duration, here we used wave 

data from ERA-Interim (ERAi), which is a global reanalysis providing wave characteristics every 6 h 

from 1979 till 2016 [18] on a 0.5 × 0.5 degree global grid. 

3.2.2. Wave Model 

The above-described ERAi wave data is for offshore of the study sites, and thus cannot be 

directly used in the coastal recession models. Therefore, the deep-water ERAi wave data were first 

transformed to the nearshore (of the coastal cells defined in Section 3.1) using a 2 dimensional spectral 

wave model. This section provides a description of the wave model, the model setup adopted for this 

study, and the results obtained. 

The spectral wave model used in this study was SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore-model), 

which is a spectral third-generation wave model (e.g., [19,20]). The SWAN model is based on the 

discrete spectral action balance equation and is fully spectral (in all directions and frequencies). This 

implies that short-crested random wave fields propagating simultaneously from widely different 

directions can be accommodated. SWAN computes the evolution of random, short-crested waves in 

coastal regions with deep, intermediate and shallow water and ambient currents. The SWAN model 

accounts for (refractive) propagation and represents the processes of wave generation by wind, 

dissipation due to white-capping, bottom friction and depth-induced wave breaking and non-linear 

wave–wave interactions (both quadruplets and triads) explicitly with state-of-the-art formulations. 

The model has been successfully validated in laboratory and (complex) field cases (e.g., [20,21]). It is 

noted that the SWAN model does not account for diffraction effects. 

In this study, all SWAN simulations were carried out in the stationary mode, with the depth-

induced breaking model [22]. To account for bed friction in SWAN, the so called ‘JONSWAP’ model 

[23] was chosen.  

Grid and Bathymetry 

To reduce the computational burden and to be able to simulate the phenomena desired in this 

study, two curvilinear grids were set up: one large-scale regional grid with a resolution of 0.01 degree 

for the entire east coast of Sri Lanka, and one local grid with minimum resolution of 70 m along the 

coastline of Trincomalee and Batticaloa. Figure 4 shows the local grid nested within the regional grid. 

The computational grid in this model covers areas with elevations lower than 2 m above mean sea 

level. 
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Figure 4. Regional and local wave model grids for the wave model. 

For the bathymetry of the wave model, data from General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans [24], 

which is a publicly available bathymetry of the oceans, were used. GEBCO data 

(http://www.gebco.net—last visited 30 August 2017) can be projected on grids at different resolution. 

These data are not very accurate in the nearshore; therefore, GEBCO data were used for the local grid, 

with the measured profile data (see Section 3.1).  

Boundary Conditions and Forcing 

Wave forcing was applied at the open boundaries of the model using nearshore transformed 

ERA-interim wave data, such as significant wave height, peak period and direction, every 6 h. Figure 

5 shows the wave-roses of time series of wave conditions applied at the wave model boundary.  

http://www.gebco.net/
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Figure 5. Wave boundary conditions applied to the model as time series of wave conditions. 
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Simulation and Results 

A full simulation of 30 years (1979–2009) was carried out and 6 h wave conditions in front of 

each coastal cell were recorded. As an example, Figure 6 shows a time series of wave conditions in 

front of Dutch Bay, Trincomalee (Cell T-VIII). 

As can be seen in Figure 6, the dominant angle of wave incidence is SE, but the height of these 

waves is very small. These SE waves are the waves generated by the SW monsoon (May–September) 

and are diffracted and refracted around the island of Sri Lanka. On the other hand, E-NE waves with 

larger heights and E-NE storms are experienced during the NE monsoon (November–February). In 

the lower panel of Figure 6 this seasonal signal in the wave height is very pronounced. This trend 

exists for all the coastal cells in the study area. 

Storm Detection 

For the purpose of this study, it was necessary to define and detect the storms and their 

characteristics in the 30 years of simulated wave time series for each coastal cell. To estimate storm 

conditions the following workflow was applied. 

For the time series of wave conditions extracted in front of each coastal cell, the 95th percentile 

significant wave height value for the period of 1979–2009 was set as the cut-off wave height for a POT 

(peak over threshold) approach of determining storm events. An event was defined as the interval 

between an adjacent up-crossing and down-crossing of the threshold wave height. The event 

characteristics were extracted from the wave time series, being the maximum significant wave height, 

the average direction, the average period, and duration of the event. The duration was defined as the 

time difference between moments of up-crossing and down-crossing of the event. If the duration of 

the event was more than 12 h then the event was flagged as a storm. Figures 6 and 7 show this process 

for the wave extraction point in front of Dutch Bay (Cell T-VIII). In the case of Dutch Bay, 221 storms 

were detected in the 30 years of data. The overall number of storms detected over the 30-year analysis 

period based on this workflow in the different coastal cells is around 225 storms, or an average of 

around 8 storms per year, and as expected, all occurred during the NE monsoon season. 

3.2.3. Storm Data Analyses 

After detecting storms in all of the coastal cells, statistical analyses needed to be performed on 

the data. In this section, the methodology which was used for statistical analyses is described using 

the example of 221 storms detected for Dutch Bay (Cell T-VIII). Figure 8 shows the main storm 

characteristics for this cell, the maximum significant wave height (Hs) during the storms, and the 

average peak period of waves (Tp) during the storms, the average wave direction during the storm, 

and the duration of storms. As shown in Figure 8, storm waves are incident from E-NE (25°–90° 

Nautical) and occur only during the NE monsoon.  

To use these data in coastline recession simulations, a generalised extreme value distribution 

function (GEV) was fitted to the maximum significant wave height during storms and to the storm 

durations. Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution function of GEVs fitted to these variables. Since 

the wave direction does not have extreme values and for detected storms is limited to a narrow sector, 

here we used an empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for average wave direction during 

the storms (Figure 9). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6. Nearshore transformed wave rose (a), and 30 years of extracted nearshore wave heights (b) 

in front of the Dutch Bay in Trincomalee at the location with 38 m depth. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7. The process of storm detection for the data point in front of Dutch Bay. Storms identified 

over the 30-year period from 1979–2009 (a), zoom-in plot of storms identified over the 2-year period 

1995–1997 (b); Blue: All data, Red: identified storm events. 
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Figure 8. Storms characteristics at Dutch Bay, Trincomalee (Cell T-VIII). 
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(c) 

Figure 9. Cumulative distribution function and fitted GEV of maximum significant wave height (Hs) 

(a), storm duration (b), and Empirical cumulative distribution function of average wave direction (c) 

during 30 years of storms at Dutch Bay (Cell T-VIII). 
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To complete the statistical analyses, it is also necessary to check the dependencies between 

different storm characteristics. Similar to previous studies (e.g., [12]), we chose the maximum 

significant wave height during the storm as the main parameter and checked its dependencies against 

the other parameters. Figure 10 shows the dependency between maximum significant wave height 

during the storm and storm duration and the dependency between maximum significant wave height 

and average wave direction during the storms. The maximum significant wave height and storm 

duration are (inter)dependent with higher significant wave heights occurring during the longer 

storms. On the other hand, the maximum significant wave height and the average wave direction are 

more or less independent of each other. 

To generate a dependency distribution that describes the observed dependency between 

maximum significant wave height and storm duration, we made use of a copula. A copula is 

essentially a multivariate probability distribution for which the marginal probability distribution of 

each variable is uniform; in this study, the ‘Clayton’ copula has been used. Figure 11 shows the joint 

probability model (JPM) capturing the dependency between maximum significant wave height and 

storm duration. 

For relating the maximum significant wave height and average peak wave period, we used a 

linear fit of the data, as shown in Figure 12. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Dependency between maximum significant wave height and average wave direction—(a panel), 

and maximum significant wave height and storm duration—(b panel), for Dutch Bay (Cell T-VIII). 

 

Figure 11. Joint probability model (JPM) of maximum significant wave height (m) and storm duration 

(Hour) for Dutch Bay (Cell T-VIII). 
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Figure 12. Linear fit between maximum significant wave height and average peak wave period during 

storms. 
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Figure 13 shows the RSLR values taking into account the global mean SLR and regional 

variations of SLR for the east coast of Sri Lanka. 

 

Figure 13. Regional RSLR for RCP 8.5 excluding land subsidence by 2100 (relative to 2000). 
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driven variations in extreme waves in the study area, such changes were not considered in the 

simulations undertaken in this study.  
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Figure 14. The scheme of the P CR model used in this study. H: maximum Hs in one storm, T: peak 

period associated with H, D: duration of storm, Dir: Mean direction of storm, S: Gap between two 

storms. 

4.1. Event Generation 

PCR simulations require a large number of long records of storm conditions and gaps between 

storms. This means that first, it is necessary to sample single storms, and then construct a time series 

of storms. 

4.1.1. Sampling Single Storm Conditions (H,T,D,Dir) 

In summary, to sample a single storm, the following information, which was determined in 

Section 3.2.2, is required: 

• GEV distributions for Hs,max (H) and Storm Duration (D); (e.g., Figure 10) 

• Joint probability model, characterised by single values of dependency factor between H & D; 

(e.g., Figure 11) 

• A linear fit between storm wave peak period (T), which is dependent on H; (e.g., Figure 12) 

• An empirical distribution for wave direction (Dir), based on measured data. (e.g., Figure 9) 

Using this information, a single storm can be randomly generated as follows: 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] ‘a’ and use this with the GEV distribution for H 

to generate a maximum significant for the storm; 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] ‘b’ as the dependency parameter as dependency 

value for H and D; 

• Use a and b to determine the deviation ‘c’ for storm duration (D) from the joint probability 

model; 

• Use ‘c’ with the GEV distribution for storm duration (D) to generate a storm duration for the 

storm; 

• Use H and the linear fit between H and T to determine storm wave peak period (T); 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] and use this with the empirical distribution for 

direction to generate a wave direction for the storm (Dir). 

Following this approach, the main storm conditions can be randomly generated from data-fitted 

distributions. 
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4.1.2. Constructing a Record of Storms Including Seasonality 

A typical PCR model simulation requires a simulation length to be selected and a sequence of 

storms and subsequent gaps during that period to be generated. For example, a typical situation may 

involve considering the 100-year period (here taken as the period between 2016 and 2116) to assess 

the impact of climate change over the next 100 years. The series of storms and the gaps between them 

during this period are then sampled. Storms are sampled using the methods outlined in Section 4.1. 

The sampling of the gaps between storms is described below. 

Due to the strong seasonality of storms in this case, to be able to generate realistic long-term 

records of storm waves, we considered the following 3 parameters: 

• Gap between storms during the storm season; 

• Duration of the ‘years’, which is the time from start of the first storm in the storm season until 

the start of the first storm in the next stormy season; 

• Duration of ‘storm season’, which is the time from start of the first storm in the storm season 

until the end of the last storm in the same storm season; 

First, the derived storm time series was analysed to obtain the data set for each of the above-

mentioned parameters. Subsequently an empirical distribution function was fitted to the gaps 

between storms during the storm season and Poisson distribution functions were fitted to the 

duration of the ‘years’ and duration of ‘storm season’. Then the sequence of storms in a typical 

simulation length was determined using the following algorithm. Figure 15 shows a schematic of this 

algorithm. 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] and use this with the Poisson distribution for 

Duration of the ‘years’ to generate the duration of one ‘year’; 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] and use this with the Poisson distribution for 

Duration of the ‘storm season’ to generate the duration of the ‘stormy season’ in that ‘year’; 

• Sample a single storm based on the algorithm described in Section 4.1.1; 

• Sample a random uniform deviation from [0;1] and use this with the empirical distribution for 

gap between storms during the storm season to generate one gap corresponding to the storm 

generated in pervious step; 

• Repeat the previous steps until the duration of the ‘storm season’ is filled with storms; 

• Repeat all steps to cover the whole simulation length (e.g., 100 years). 

 

Figure 15. Schematic illustrates the algorithm used for constructing one long-term record of storms. 

The storm record generated in this way contains the exact time of each storm and, therefore, 

based on estimated relative sea level rise (Figure 13), it is now possible to determine the MSL at the 

time of occurrence of each storm. 
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4.2. Erosion Model 

To calculate the coastal erosion and coastline recession in the PCR model, here we used the 

structural erosion function (model) proposed by Mendoza and Jimenez [30]. This structural erosion 

function permits the calculation of the magnitude of eroded volume and beach retreat, by means of 

an aggregated model which depends only on storm properties (Hs, Tp and duration) and beach 

morphology (sediment grain size and beach slope). 

The structural function is derived by relating the storm-induced eroded volumes simulated with 

the SBEACH model with a coastal morphodynamic parameter. The selected parameter (JA) is a 

predictor which comprises the Dean parameter and the beach slope [33], 

𝐽A = |𝐷0,𝑒 − 𝐷0|
0.5

× 𝑚  (2) 

where D0 is the Dean parameter (H/T ws), D0,e corresponds to its value at equilibrium (2.5 when using 

deep water waves [34]), ws is the fall velocity and m is the mean profile slope. This JA parameter was 

successfully used to predict the magnitude of eroded volumes in beach profile experiments obtained 

in large wave flumes and, therefore, it is considered a good predictor of storm-induced cross-shore 

beach profile changes. A linear model is given by Equation (3) [30], 

∆𝑉 = 𝐶1. 𝐽𝐴. 𝑑𝑡 + 𝐶2 
(3) 

This approach can also be used to estimate the shoreline retreat during the storm, by relating the 

simulated shoreline retreat against corresponding values of the parameter JA.dt. To obtain a 

representative retreat for the subaerial beach, here we calculate a representative beach retreat ΔXr as 

∆𝑋𝑟 = ∆𝑉 / (𝐵 + 𝑑∗)  (4) 

where B is the berm height and d* is the depth down to which erosion of the inner (landward) part 

of the beach profile occurs. 

One of the main points to be considered when applying this approach is that the erosion structural 

function needs to be calibrated for the study site to properly fit the coefficients in Equation (3). 

Due to the absence of pre- and post-storm erosion data at the study site, here we used the 

Transact (1D) version of the XBeach model [35,36] to calibrate the structural erosion function of 

Mendoza and Jimenez [30]. In this study, an XBeach 1D model was used in Surfbeat mode for each 

coastal cell defined in Section 3.1 and used with the average profile and average D50 of that cell in 

the model. In XBeach simulations, the Soulsby-Van Rijn sediment transport formulation [37] and 

avalanching process were used. Following other studies (e.g., [30]), we carried out a range of 

simulations for different possible predictor (JA.dt) values for each cell. Using a linear fit between 

resulting ΔV and JAdt, the values for C1 and C2 were determined for each coastal cell. For the profiles 

in different coastal cells, different calibration factors were applied. Here it was assumed that, between 

storms, the beach would recover in a such way that, in the absence of climate change, the coastline 

would remain in place with an exceedance probability of 50%, and after recovery, the profile would 

reshape to its original shape, and therefore the beach slope (m) and beach height (B) would remain 

the same. D50 was taken from the available data, and based on XBeach simulations, the d* term was 

set equal to a water depth of 1 m. 

4.3. Definition of Reference Coast Line (RCL) 

The value of coastal retreat is only useful in planning if it is benchmarked to a reference coastline. 

Since the results of PCR modelling are intended for subsequent use in economic risk assessments, all 

the calculated coastal recession estimates were converted to the distance of the coastline after storm 

erosion from a reference coastline (RCL). The RCL was defined as the line where the exceedance 

probability of the run-up, estimated using Stockdon’s runup formulation [38], over the entire 1979–

2009 period was 1%. Practically no development is present seaward of this line. 
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4.4. PCR Simulations 

For every coastal cell along the study area, the methodology shown in Figure 2 was implemented 

to analyse the wave data from the corresponding observation point. PCR simulations were then 

carried out for every profile in the respective coastal cell (85 profiles in total). The process of 

constructing a time series of storms and gaps, and then estimating erosion extents from that time 

series (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3). The duration of the constructed time series was 96 years (2015–2110) 

and for each simulation, the most landward location of coastline in each calendar year was recorded. 

This enables the construction of an empirical distribution of the maxima of coastline recession 

for every future year. The simulations needed to be repeated many times before stable results were 

obtained, especially at lower exceedance probabilities. In practice, for each profile, 100,000 

simulations of 96 years were undertaken. 

4.5. Results and Discussion 

For illustration purposes, here the results of 4 different profiles (T18, T37, B4 and B43) are 

discussed in detail. Figure 16 shows the exceedance probability curves of coastal recession for these 

profiles in different years—2025, 2050, 2080 and 2110—and Table 2 gives the values of coastal 

recession for different exceedance probabilities in 2050 and 2110. For example, Table 2 shows that the 

probability that coastal recession exceeds 48 m in year 2050 in profile B-4 is 50%. Figure 17 presents 

the same results, but in a format that is more useful for the public and decision-makers; this shows 

the increase in the annual probability of coastal recession reaching a fixed location with defined 

distance from RCL (50 m and 70 m). These types of results for every profile along the study sites, for 

every meter from the RCL, are used as the input for the economical optimization model. Examples 

of maps showing the 1% and 50% exceedance probability coastal recession contours are shown in 

Figure 18. 

 

Figure 16. Exceedance probability curves of coastal recession for selected profiles in Trincomalee and 

Batticaloa districts for different years. 
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Table 2. Coastal recession magnitudes (m) associated with different exceedance probabilities in 2050 

and 2110 for selected profiles. 

Profile 

2050 2110 

Probability of Exceedance Probability of Exceedance 

1% 10% 50% 1% 10% 50% 

B-4 142 89 48 149 98 56 

B-43 109 64 28 132 75 32 

T-18 54 42 29 72 60 47 

T-37 41 34 26 91 80 67 

Based on the similar results obtained for all of the 85 modelled profiles, maps of 1% and 50% 

exceedance probability coastline recession contours were computed for the Trincomalee and 

Batticaloa study areas. For Trincomalee, the 1% exceedance probability coastline recession in 2110 

varies between 37 and 192 m, and for Batticaloa, between 69 and 262 m.  

In this study, we used a JPM function between the wave height at the peak of the storm and the 

storm duration. There are other more complicated methods for the random generation of storms that 

link more parameters of the storm, e.g., wave height, peak period, total storm energy and wave 

direction, using multidimensional copulas and mixture Von Mises Fisher distributions. This leads to 

the generation of wave storm components with a common dependence structure (e.g., [39]). These 

methods can indeed be applied in the random storm generation of a PCR framework. Also, the choice 

of erosion model may have an effect on the results. However, in the absence of any storm erosion 

data, quantifying such effects is not feasible.  

 

Figure 17. Increase in the annual probability of coastal recession reaching fixed location at 50 or 70 m 

distances from the RCL. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Examples of computed 1% (red) and 50% (orange) exceedance probability coastal recession 

contours in Trincomalee (a) and Batticaloa (b). 

5. Economically Optimal Setback Lines 

5.1. Economic Model 

The risk of coastline erosion is mostly an economic issue. Forgoing land-use opportunities in the 

coastal zone is costly, but so is damage caused by erosion. This makes the establishment of setback 

lines a balancing act. Positioning a setback line farther inland reduces the economic risk, but increases 

the associated opportunity cost. 

In a world without market imperfections, no individual would invest in a place where the risk 

of coastline recession would be too high from an economic perspective. In such a world, there would 

be little reason for governments to intervene and implement setback lines. In practice, however, 

incorrect risk perceptions [40], irrational behaviour [41], and/or explicit or implicit government 

guarantees [42,43] may lead to excessive risk-taking, i.e., over-investment in the coastal zone. 

Governments could stem such over-investment through financial incentives, such as the introduction 

of a compulsory insurance scheme. The cost of risk bearing would then be factored into the 

investment decisions of individuals and firms. Alternatively, or additionally, governments could 

establish setback lines as a means to avoid development close to the coastline. This is, indeed, what 

is widely done to prevent excessive risk-taking in coastal zones. 

An estimate of the optimal position of a setback line (or, the economically optimal balance 

between risk and reward) can be obtained from the would-be behaviour of rational, well-informed, 

profit-seeking individuals in a world without market imperfections. Such an economically optimal 

setback line (EOSL) can serve as a reference for coastal zone managers/planners, who have to make 

on-the-ground decisions on implementing appropriate setback lines. 

Hereafter, we assume the following: 
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1. Property owners value the risk of coastline recession at expected loss or a multiple thereof. In 

the presence of efficient insurance markets, the insurance premium would be equal to expected 

loss, i.e., the product of the probability of damage and potential loss. In that case, every risk-

averse individual would purchase insurance. CCD has indicated that the Sri Lankan government 

is under no circumstances liable for damage caused by coastal erosion. Still, according to the 

CCD, insurance penetration is low. While this could be due to people’s risk preferences, it could 

also be due to the unavailability of efficiently priced insurance coverage, mistrust or incorrect 

risk perceptions. Since people are typically risk-averse, here we value the economic risk as a 

multiple of expected loss. 

2. The impact of coastline recession on a property is assumed to be proportional to the footprint of 

the property being impacted by coastline recession. 

3. Each property that is impacted by coastline recession is damaged completely. 

4. Damages are restored to their initial condition following a recession impact. This implies that 

insurance pay-outs cannot be put to alternative use. 

5. Restoration takes place in the year in which damage occurs, in the period following the storm 

season. 

The importance of the abovementioned assumptions can easily be investigated via sensitivity 

analysis, e.g., by increasing or reducing the cost of risk bearing or by varying the discount rate. The 

optimization procedure itself could also be elaborated to accommodate site-specific conditions and a 

wider range of decision alternatives, such as protecting sites or nourishing beaches, rather than 

establishing buffer zones/limiting development. The fact that alternative risk reduction measures 

(other than set back lines) have been ignored is conservative in the present context, since it implies 

that future risks may have been overestimated (in the event that protection works were to be 

implemented). 

Under the assumptions above, the net present value NPV(x) of investing at a distance x from 

today’s coastline equals the sum of the investment cost, the present value of the returns on investment 

and the present value of the cost of risk bearing: 

( )
( ) ( )1 1

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )

1 1

n n
i

i i
i i

a c x p xc x r x
NPV x c x

γ γ= =

 
= − + −

+ +
   

(5) 

where, 

NPV(x)—The net present value of an investment at a distance x from today’s coastline. 

γ—Discount rate. 

pi(x)—The probability of damage at distance x in year i. This is the probability in year i that the 

coastline recedes up to a point that is at least a distance x from the reference coastline. 

c(x)—The investment that is made at a distance x from the initial coastline. 

a—The ratio of the certainty equivalent to expected loss. The certainty equivalent is the certain 

loss that is valued the same as the probability of suffering a loss. For a risk-neutral agent, the certainty 

equivalent is equal to the expected loss. The factor a could thus be perceived as a risk aversion 

coefficient. 

r(x)—Rate of return on the initial investment without accounting for coastline recession risk. The 

product r(x)·c(x) equals an annual return on investment measured in money (e.g., dollar) terms. 

n—The time horizon being considered in years. The value of n equals the number of years in 

which the return on investment exceeds the certainty equivalent of the risk of coastline recession. 

This is consistent with the assumption that investors do not willingly incur avoidable losses, but walk 

away when risks become too high. For practical reasons, we have ignored all cash flows beyond the 

year 2110, which is the last year for which recession estimates are here computed from the 

probabilistic coastline recession model. 

When the rate of return on investment does not decrease towards the coastline, the economically 

optimal exceedance probability of today’s economically optimal setback line, i.e., p1(x), can be found 
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at a position x, where the net present value NPV(x), as defined by Equation (5), drops below zero. 

This exceedance probability follows from: 

( ) ( )1 1

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) 0

1 1

n n
i

i i
i i

a c x p xc x r x
c x

 = =

 
− + − =

+ +
   

(6) 

or (after dividing by c(x)): 

( ) ( )1 1

( )( )
1 0

1 1

n n
i

i i
i i

a p xr x

 = =


− + − =

+ +
   

(7) 

When the rate of return and the probability of damage are both the same from year to year, n→∞ 

and Equation (7) reduces to (note that 
( ) 

1

1

1
lim

1

=
+


=

→

n

i
in

): 

a

γxr
xpi

−
=

)(
)(  

(8) 

Equation (8) follows the intuitive logic that investors would not willingly expose themselves to 

the risk of coastline recession when the cost of risk bearing is greater than the reward. For example, 

if risk were valued at expected loss (a = 1) and an investment in a coastal zone were to yield a 0.05 

annual rate of return compared to 0.03 for an identical investment at an inland location, the efficient 

setback line would have an exceedance probability of 0.05 − 0.03 = 0.02 per year. The probability of 

damage thus essentially acts as a hurdle rate. 

The above is illustrated in real-life by fishermen that live as far from the coast as they can without 

losing sight of their boats. When closeness to the sea offers few benefits and mostly poses risks, it is 

rational to stay as far away as possible. The same logic explains why luxury hotels can be found along 

the seafront: closeness to the sea attracts tourists (beach amenity); for luxury hotels, closeness to the 

sea brings rewards that outweigh a relatively high risk of coastline recession. 

When the risk of coastline recession is likely to increase over time due to, e.g., climate change, it 

becomes economically optimal to introduce a safety margin by lowering the exceedance probability 

of the setback line that is used for guiding today’s land-use planning decisions. 

The position of the economically optimal setback line for future investment decisions differs 

from the position of the EOSL for today’s investment decisions. This is because of sea level rise and 

other trends. This implies that the position of the EOSL should be re-evaluated periodically. Here, 

we consider the position of the EOSL for the year 2025, taking into account the PCR-output for the 

period 2025–2110. The EOSL for the year 2025 is the optimal setback line for investments made in the 

year 2025. While this setback line is somewhat conservative for planning decisions prior to 2025, it 

provides a stable basis for land-use planning decisions over the next decade or so. The EOSLs thus 

determined range between 12 m and 175 m from the coastline. It is stressed here, however, that the 

EOSL position should be re-evaluated periodically (e.g., every 10–20 years). 

5.2. Economic Constants 

Future rates of return on investment, discount rates and risk preferences are uncertain, especially 

over periods of 50 years or more. These variables could be treated as stochastic, characterised by 

probability distributions. Since such a fully probabilistic treatment may trigger discussions about the 

probabilities assigned to alternative future economic developments, we established base case 

parameter values and investigated the sensitivity of the EOSL changes in these values. The base case 

parameter values are the values that were used for determining the EOSL for the different sites. Each 

site was classified as a high-value zone (e.g., urban area) or a lower-value zone (e.g., rural area). The 

base case parameters yield somewhat conservative results if all combinations of parameter values are 

considered equally likely, as discussed in section 5.4. The parameter values that have been considered 

are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. The inputs of the sensitivity analyses related to the economic constants. 

Variable 

Trincomalee Batticaloa 

High-Value 

Zone 

Lower-Value 

Zone 

High-Value 

Zone 

Lower-Value 

Zone 

Rate of return on investment 

relative to the discount rate (Δr) 

(per year) 

0.09 

0.12 (base case) 

0.15 

0.05 

0.07 (base case) 

0.09 

0.03 

0.05 (base case) 

0.07 

0.01 

0.02 (base case) 

0.03 

Discount rate (γ)  

(per year) 

0.02 

0.03 (base case) 

0.04 

0.05 

Ratio of the certainty equivalent to 

expected loss (a) (-) 

1.0 (risk-neutral)  

1.5 (moderate degree of risk-aversion) 

2.0 (base case) 

The parameter values shown in Table 3 are based on information provided by the CCD, 

historical records of the Sri Lanka core inflation rate and the prime lending rate reported by the 

Central Bank of Sri Lanka, and anticipated future economic developments. To avoid rates of return 

on investment that are smaller than the discount rate, the rate of return was defined as r = Δr + γ, with 

Δr > 0.  

5.3. Results: The Position of the EOSL and Optimal Damage Probabilities 

The calculated position of the 2025-EOSL relative to the reference coastline is shown Table 3 for 

the profiles in Trincomalee and Batticaloa, assuming base case parameter values. The reference 

coastline (RCL) is the coastline at the start of our simulations in the year 2016. The position of the 

EOSL varies considerably from profile to profile. 

The development of the probability of damage over time at the EOSL is shown in Figure 18 

(Trincomalee) and Figure 19 (Batticaloa) for different profiles by continuous lines. For all profiles, the 

probability of damage at the EOSL increases over time because of, among other things, the effect of 

sea level rise. 

The increasing annual probabilities of damage limit the economic lifetime of a development in 

the coastal zone. After several years, retreat becomes optimal (note that we conservatively ignore 

protection as an alternative risk management strategy). This happens when the cost of risk bearing 

starts to exceed the return on investment, i.e., when a·p(x)·c(x) ≥ r·c(x) or p(x) ≥ r/a, see also Equation 

(5). For instance, at high-value locations in Batticaloa, the cost of risk bearing starts to exceed the 

return on investment when the probability of damage becomes greater than 0.08/2 = 0.04 per year. At 

moderate/lower-value locations in Batticaloa, retreat becomes optimal when the probability of 

damage becomes greater than 0.05/2 = 0.025 per year. In Trincomalee, these limiting probabilities are 

0.15/2 = 0.075 per year and 0.1/2 = 0.05 per year, respectively. These optimal values have been 

indicated by dashed lines in Figures 18 and 19. Retreat becomes optimal when the probability of 

damage at the EOSL starts to exceed the probability of damage at which retreat becomes optimal, i.e., 

when the continuous and dashed lines cross. 

As indicated by Figure 19, the optimal investment horizon for a development at or close to the 

EOSL is on the order of 20 years (starting from 2025) in Trincomalee. In Batticaloa, it is on the order 

of 50–80 years, see Figure 20. This difference arises from the relatively rapid changes in the probability 

distributions of coastline recession in Trincomalee, in combination with relatively high rates of return 

on investment. High rates of return of investment make short-term investments profitable. Maps of 

EOSLs were thus determined for Trincomalee and Batticaloa study areas. Examples of these maps 

are displayed in Figure 21. 
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Figure 19. The annual probability of damage at the EOSL for selected profiles in Batticaloa 

(continuous lines) and the probability of damage above which retreat is optimal (dashed lines). The 

optimal investment horizon at the EOSL is found where these lines cross. Results for r = 8% per year 

in black; results for r = 5% per year in red. 

 

Figure 20. The annual probability of damage at the EOSL for selected profiles in Trincomalee 

(continuous lines) and the probability of damage above which retreat is optimal (dashed lines). The 

optimal investment horizon at the EOSL is found where these lines cross. Results for r = 15% per year 

in black; results for r = 10% per year in red. 
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Figure 21. Examples of estimated economically optimal coastal setback lines in Trincomalee (a) and 

Batticaloa (b). 

5.4. Sensitivity to Variations in Economic Constants 

The results of the sensitivity analyses are shown in Figure 22 and 23 for Trincomalee and in 

Figure 24 and 25 for Batticaloa. In each figure, the first three panels show the effect of varying a single 

parameter on the position of the EOSL. The last panel of each figure shows the combined effect of 

varying the economic constants simultaneously. These figures illustrate the following: 

1. Decreasing the ratio of the certainty equivalent to expected loss (a) gives the risk of coastline 

recession less weight and shifts the EOSL seaward. In the sensitivity analyses, we only 

considered values of a that were smaller than the base case value. This is why the plots only 

show differences of less than zero. A negative value on the horizontal axis implies the EOSL of 

the sensitivity analysis lies seaward of the EOSL based on the base case parameter values. 

2. Increasing the rate of return on investment relative to the discount rate (Δr) increases the 

economically optimal probability of damage and shifts the EOSL seaward. Conversely, 

decreasing Δr reduces the economically optimal probability of damage and shifts the EOSL 

inland. 

3. Increasing the discount rate (γ) while keeping Δr constant decreases the present value of climate 

change impacts. At the same time, it increases the present value of future returns on investment. 

This largely explains why variations in the discount rate influence the position of the EOSL to a 

lower extent than variations in the rate of return on investment. 

In Trincomalee, the EOSLs from the sensitivity analyses lie within 5–10 m of the base case EOSL. 

In Batticaloa, most of the EOSLs are less than 15 m away from the base case EOSL for the single-

parameter variations. This is remarkable, considering the relatively large variations that were 

considered. When all parameters are varied simultaneously, the variance increases. Still, most EOSLs 

still lie within 20 m of the base case EOSL. It should be noted that some combinations of parameter 
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values imply a state of the world that differs considerably from the state of the world that corresponds 

to the base case conditions. 

In Batticaloa, the EOSL lies, on average, two times farther from the reference coastline than in 

Trincomalee. Note also that the parameter variations considered in the sensitivity analyses for 

Trincomalee and Batticaloa are broadly similar in an absolute sense, but rather different in a relative 

sense. This largely explains the differences in the outcomes of the sensitivity analyses for both sites. 

The economic constants could also be treated as stochastic. The distance between the EOSL and 

the reference coastline then becomes equal to the probability weighted sum of the distances for the 

various combinations of parameter values. If all combinations from Table 4 were considered equally 

likely, this EOSL would lie, on average, less than 2 m seaward of the base case EOSL in Trincomalee 

and about 5–10 m seaward of the base case EOSL in Batticaloa. 

 

Figure 22. The distance between the EOSL based on the base case parameter values and the EOSL 

based on different economic constants. Results for profiles in Trincomalee, assuming they all lie in 

high-value zones. A negative distance implies a position seaward of the base case EOSL. 
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Figure 23. The distance between the EOSL based on the base case parameter values and the EOSL 

based on different economic constants. Results for profiles in Trincomalee, assuming they all lie in 

lower-value zones. A negative distance implies a position seaward of the base case EOSL. 

 

Figure 24. The distance between the EOSL based on the base case parameter values and the EOSL 

based on different economic constants. Results for profiles in Batticaloa, assuming they all lie in high-

value zones. A negative distance implies a position seaward of the base case EOSL. 
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Figure 25. The distance between the EOSL based on the base case parameter values and the EOSL 

based on different economic constants. Results for profiles in Batticaloa, assuming they all lie in lower-

value zones. A negative distance implies a position seaward of the base case EOSL. 

6. Conclusions 

The Probabilistic Coastline Recession (PCR) model was applied along a ~200 km stretch of the 

east coast of Sri Lanka, with the ultimate goal of developing economically optimal setback lines for 

the region, while taking into account the effect of projected sea level rise and storm-induced coastal 

recession for the period 2015–2110, together with economic considerations. 

By combining the output of the PCR model with an economic model that balances risk and 

return, economically optimal setback lines (EOSL) were established for the study sites. The EOSL 

shows where the risk of coastline recession starts to outweigh the gains from property development. 

The EOSL was here established for the year 2025 to provide a stable basis for land-use planning 

decisions over the next two decades or so. It is advised to re-evaluate the position of the EOSL every 

10–20 years, or sooner if observations or new insights give reason for reassessment. 

The 1% exceedance probability coastline recession in 2110 varies between 37 and 262 m along 

the whole study area, and the respective EOSLs range between 12 m and 175 m from the coastline. 

Sensitivity analyses show that strong variations in key economic parameters, such as the 

discount rate, have a disproportionately small impact on the distance between the EOSL and the 

reference coastline. This can be explained by the strong sensitivity of the exceedance probability of a 

coastline recession contour to its distance from the coastline. A considerable change in the exceedance 

probability of the EOSL therefore has relatively little impact on its position. 

The optimal investment horizon for a development at or close to the EOSL is on the order of 20 

years in Trincomalee and 50–80 years in Batticaloa (starting from 2025). This is because of the 

relatively high rates of return on investment in Trincomalee, as per estimates provided by the CCD. 

Developers may not realise that the optimal investment horizon at or close to the EOSL could be 

considerably shorter than, e.g., 50 years in Trincomalee, and as little as 20 years. As a remedy, the 

EOSL could be supplemented with a setback line that is specifically designed for decisions that 

involve a planning or investment horizon greater than 20 years. 

Types of risk management actions other than land-use planning have not been considered in the 

EOSL calculations. This implies that the calculated positions of the EOSLs may be conservative, as 
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future risks may have been overestimated. Protecting sites and/or re-nourishing beaches could be 

more efficient than retreating when risks increase. The economic model could be extended to include 

such adaptive pathways. The model could also be improved by modelling the consequences of 

coastline recession at both the individual and community level in greater detail. This would require 

seamless integration of the Probabilistic Coastal Recession (PCR) model and the economic model. 

When considering model refinements, the availability and accuracy of the required input data 

should not be overlooked. A model’s level of sophistication should be matched by the availability of 

reliable input data. Otherwise, model improvements merely change the balance between model and 

parameter uncertainties, without producing significantly greater accuracy. 
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